
CHALLENGES
• The UK insurance company relies on CCTV
   recordings which requires on high quality
   recordings as legislation mandate voice/video
   recording for banks,insurance companies,
   trading houses and other financial institutions.
   In addition, the lack of central library make it 
   hard to maintain the archives. 

SOLUTIONS
• Cloud base video Surveillance, on-site local 
   storage and remote cloud storage

BENEFITS
• D1 resolution of cameras are provided to 
   fulfill high quality requirement ofrecordings 

• 80G of cloud storage can record 160 hours
   per camera 

• Central archive library to retain archives 

• Central offline backup storage and restore 
   on-demand 

• Restore on-request for legacy HDD storage 
   recorded

UK insurance cloud based video

CCTV recordings are important to the insurance industry as they rely heavily on the 
recordings to resolve customer complaints or to support arbitration when matter 
arises. As a new trend in the legal system of many countries, legal witnessing can 
provide tremendous cost savings for both the legal system and citizens. Remote 
witnessing video-based require secure systems that allow well-regulated access to 
recorded testimony. A leading UK insurance company was searching for a service 
provider that can provide reliable and cost effective cloud based video surveillance 
solution. They require high quality video recordings and a central archive library on 
cloud storage as well as archives retrieval. 

OneAsia’s cloud based video surveillance solution provides reliability and flexible 
on-demand charge to the insurance company. Adopting OneAsia’s services allow 
the insurance company to enjoy a much more stable viewing of high quality video 
recordings and automatic backup of archives to world class cloud centre. The 
insurance company does not have to spend time on the labor intensive backup 
process and can free up resources to focus on their core business.



If we can be of help in any way, or if you have business ideas and 
expectation, please contact us: http://www.oneas1a.com/enquiry.html


